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ABSTRACT

Some cumulus clouds with tops between 3 and 7 km (Cu3km–7km) remain in this height region throughout

their lifetime (congestus) while others develop into deeper clouds (cumulonimbus). This study describes two

techniques to identify the congestus and cumulonimbus cloud types using data from scanning weather radar

and identifies the atmospheric conditions that regulate these two modes. A two-wet-season cumulus cloud

database of the Darwin C-band polarimetric radar is analyzed and the two modes are identified by examining

the 0-dBZ cloud-top height (CTH) of the Cu3km–7km cells over a sequence of radar scans. It is found that

;26% of the classified Cu3km–7km population grow into cumulonimbus clouds. The cumulonimbus cells ex-

hibit reflectivities, rain rates, and drop sizes larger than the congestus cells. The occurrence frequency of

cumulonimbus cells peak in the afternoon at;1500 local time—a few hours after the peak in congestus cells.

The analysis of Darwin International Airport radiosonde profiles associated with the two types of cells

shows no noticeable difference in the thermal stability rates, but a significant difference in midtropospheric

(5–10 km) relative humidity. Moister conditions are found in the hours preceding the cumulonimbus cells

when compared with the congestus cells. Using a moisture budget dataset derived for the Darwin region, it is

shown that the existence of cumulonimbus cells, and hence deep convection, is mainly determined by the

presence of the midtroposphere large-scale upward motion and not merely by the presence of congestus

clouds prior to deep convection. This contradicts the thermodynamic viewpoint that the midtroposphere

moistening prior to deep convection is solely due to the preceding cumulus congestus cells.

1. Introduction

Johnson et al. (1999) and Kumar et al. (2013a) pro-

vided observational evidence that convective clouds in

the tropics could be grouped into three main modes:

shallow cumulus with cloud-top heights (CTH, by which

we mean 0-dBZ maximum top height determined with

a C-band radar) near the trade inversion layer, 1–2 km

above the surface; midlevel cumulus clouds with a CTH
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near the 08C freezing level; and deep clouds with a CTH

near the tropopause. These cumulus modes have vastly

different impacts on the water and energy budgets, as

well as the circulation (e.g., Tao et al. 2003; Arakawa

2004). So to improve the parameterization of convective

and cloud processes in the tropics, we need to better

understand the characteristics of each of these cumulus

modes, atmospheric factors that determine the type of

cumulus mode that will occur, and how these cumulus

modes may be linked with each other (e.g., Jensen and

Del Genio 2006; Jakob 2010). This study will focus on

the cumulus clouds with a CTH between 3 and 7 km

(Cu3km–7km), which has been hypothesized to pre-

condition the atmosphere for deep convection by moist-

ening it (e.g., Sherwood and Wahrlich 1999; Derbyshire

et al. 2004; Mapes et al. 2006; Holloway and Neelin 2009;

Nuijens et al. 2009; Powell and Houze 2013). A separate

viewpoint is that the tropospheric moistening preceding

deep convection is caused by large-scale dynamics (e.g.,

Hohenegger and Stevens 2013; Kumar et al. 2013a). In

short, the fundamental question we want to address is as

follows:What causes someCu3km–7km cells to stay shallow

throughout their lifetime, and promotes others to grow

into deep convective cells?

In this study, the observed Cu3km–7km cells are sepa-

rated into two modes: those that cease their growth in

the lower stable layer near the freezing level, referred to

here as congestus (Cg) cells, and those that continue to

ascend to greater altitudes to become deep convective

cells at a later time, referred to here as cumulonimbus

(Cb) cells. This was achieved by examining the CTH of

the Cu3km–7km cells in a sequence of the Darwin C-band

polarimetric (CPOL; Keenan et al. 1998) radar scans.

We hypothesize that combining the Cg and Cb modes

into the single Cu3km–7km category could be a reason for

the limited success in understanding the possible con-

nection between the congestus cells and deep convec-

tion. Luo et al. (2009) separated the Cg (which they

referred to as ‘‘terminal’’) and Cb (referred to as

‘‘transient’’) modes using estimates of the convective

buoyancy of clouds from satellite observations and

Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) analyses and

found that approximately 30%–40% of the cells are Cb

while the rest are Cg. However, Casey et al. (2012) noted

that the method proposed by Luo et al. (2009) may be

missing up to 70%of the cells compared to the criteria of

cloud-top heights lying between 3 and 9 km, where there

is continuous radar echo from the near ground to the

cloud top (Jensen and Del Genio 2006). The Luo

method detects fewer cells compared to cells detected

using cloud radar (e.g., Jensen and Del Genio 2006;

Casey et al. 2012) because Luo’s method was applied to

convective cells only. The current study also focuses on

convective cells and uses new height boundaries, as pro-

posed in Kumar et al. (2013a), to identify the various cu-

mulus modes in the tropics. Based on an objective analysis

of the behavior of radar reflectivity as a function of CTH in

the Darwin region, they found a major transition of the

microphysical behavior of cells once they reached aCTHof

7km.Thus, a 7-kmheight threshold is usedhere to separate

shallow cells (aka Cu3km–7km) from deep convection.

A major motivation of this paper is not only to separate

the Cu3km–7km cells’ population into Cg and Cb modes, but

also to identify the atmospheric processes that regulate

the occurrence of these nongrowing and growing cumulus

clouds. Several studies (e.g., Lin and Johnson 1996;

Kemball-Cook and Weare 2001; Redelsperger et al. 2002;

Derbyshire et al. 2004;Kikuchi andTakayabu2004; Takemi

et al. 2004; Jensen andDel Genio 2006; Nuijens et al. 2009)

have noted that presence of dry air at midtroposphere can

effectively limit the vertical extent of convection. Thus, if

there is sufficient moistening preceding a Cu3km–7km cell,

then it increases the likelihood for it to develop into a deep

Cb tower. Early studies hypothesized that the source of the

midtropospheric moistening is due to congestus cells (e.g.,

Sherwood andWahrlich 1999; Mapes et al. 2006; Holloway

and Neelin 2009). However, a recent study has shown that

the congestus cells alone would require too long a time to

produce significant moistening of the midtroposphere,

which would seem to rule out the potential role of the

Cu3km–7km moistening as a dominant process for the tran-

sition to deep convection (e.g., Hohenegger and Stevens

2013). Their findings suggested that dynamical processes,

potentially related to the heating from the Cu3km–7km cells,

are likely an important ingredient in promoting the transi-

tion to deep convection. Another possible mechanism that

has been found to promote the transition from shallow

cumulus to deep convection over midlatitude continental

surface types is greater low-level humidity, stronger large-

scale updrafts in the midtroposphere, and boundary layer

inhomogeneity (e.g., Zhang and Klein 2010).

This paper is organized along two major sections. The

first section outlines and evaluates two new approaches

to identify the Cg and Cb cells using CTH statistics from

the scanning mode of the Darwin CPOL radar obser-

vations. The difference in microphysical rainfall prop-

erties of the Cg and Cbmodes is also fully characterized.

The second section highlights the difference in atmo-

spheric conditions preceding the Cg and Cbmodes using

both observational and derived datasets.

2. Distinguishing congestus and cumulonimbus
cells in radar data

This study uses a two-wet-season dataset (October 2005–

April 2006 and October 2006–April 2007) of convective
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cells occurring within a radius of 100 km from the

Darwin CPOL radar (12.258S, 131.048E; see Fig. 1). A

convective cell is defined as consisting of one or more

adjoining convective pixels (2.5 km 3 2.5 km) using the

2.5-km radar constant altitude plan position indicators

(CAPPI) data. The convective pixels are identified using

the ‘‘Steiner’’ convective–stratiform classification algo-

rithm (Steiner et al. 1995). For each convective cell, the

maximum height reached by the 0-dBZ echoes above

the cell is computed using reflectivity profiles to provide

an estimate of the CTH. Note there must be continuous

reflectivity fields in the vertical direction from the base

of the cell at 2.5-km CAPPI level to the CTH (also see

Kumar et al. 2013a,b). In most cases, the true cloud-top

height will extend higher than the 0-dBZ CTH from

a C-band radar. The difference between the C-band

0-dBZ top height and CloudSat CTH has been found to

often be within 1 km (Casey et al. 2012). Similarly,

Kumar et al. (2013a) noticed good matches between

0-dBZ cloud tops from the C-band and near 220-dBZ

cloud tops from a millimeter-wavelength cloud radar

(MMCR;Moran et al. 1998). Having retrieved one CTH

per cell, we also calculate a single mean reflectivity, rain

rate, drop size diameter (D0) and number concentration

of small hydrometers (NW) for each convective cell.

These mean values were calculated using the radar

pixels at the 2.5-km level that are bounded by the hori-

zontal cross-sectional area of the cell.

Descriptions of the algorithm used to retrieve drop

size distributions (DSD) parameters and rain rates from

the CPOL observations are given in Bringi et al. (2009).

The algorithm assumes a normalized gamma DSD form

(Testud et al. 2001) described by the median drop size

diameter (D0, mm) and the ‘‘generalized’’ intercept

parameter (Nw). For simplicity,Nw can be thought as the

number concentration of small hydrometers and has

units of meters cubed per millimeter (the number con-

centration of hydrometeors per unit diameter). The

parameter Nw is the same as the intercept parameter

of an exponential DSD with the same D0 and liquid

water content as the gamma DSD. This algorithm uses

a multiparameter approach to take advantage of the

complementary information contained in the polar-

ized backscattered signals. First, D0 is retrieved from

the differential reflectivity using polynomial fits [e.g.,

D0 5 f (Zdr)], then Nw is estimated using a power law of

FIG. 1. The shaded gray circular region is the Darwin CPOL sampling domain. It is 100 km in

radius from the radar location. The location of the operational Darwin airport radiosonde

station and radiosonde stations that only operated during the TWP-ICE period are represented

by a black triangle and black circles, respectively. The enclosed pentagon represents the do-

main for the large-scale dataset used in this study (see text for more details).
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the form Zh/Nw 5 c(D0)
d, and finally the rain rate is

estimated using either a function of the formR5 f (Kdp),

R5 f (Zh,Zdr), or R5 f (Zh), depending on various

thresholds and a decision tree (Bringi et al. 2009).

The Darwin CPOL radar operates at wavelength

of 5.3 cm, with a minimum detectable reflectivity of

21.25 dBZ up to a radar range of 100 km. At this

wavelength and radial distance, the radar will not be

able to detect clouds made of drops of sizes less than

0.5mm. Such clouds, which normally are classified as

nonprecipitating clouds, are typically studied using mil-

limeter wavelength cloud radars. Kumar et al. (2013a)

have carried out a comparison between the cloud occur-

rence frequency detected by the Darwin CPOL and the

DarwinMMCR radars. They found that the CPOL radar

has a detection efficiency of 30% compared to MMCR

for shallow cumulus clouds (CTH , 3km; e.g., Zhang

and Klein 2010) increasing to a 64% detection efficiency

when the CTH is between 3 and 7km (also known as

Cu3km–7km). Since CPOL misses most of the shallow cu-

mulus cells, statistics associated with shallow cumulus

category were removed from the subsequent analysis.

Over the two-wet-season study interval, CPOL

detected a total of 207 871 cells with a CTH between 3

and 7 km—the Cu3km–7km cells. A 7-km CTH threshold

is used instead of the often-used 9-km cutoff (e.g.,

Jensen and Del Genio 2006) because convective cell

reflectivities and the DSD parameters exhibit clear mi-

crophysical differences when the CTH of the cells are

less than 7 km compared to those that extended beyond

7 km (e.g., Takemi et al. 2004; Kumar et al. 2013a).

Having identified the Cu3km–7km cells, the next task is to

distinguish cells that will continue to rise above

7 km during their lifetime (Cb cells) from those that will

not (Cg cells). Here, we employ two different methods.

Method 1 is a ‘‘nearest neighbor’’ approach. It em-

ploys the same logic as that used in the automated

Thunderstorm Identification Tracking Analysis and

Nowcasting (TITAN) radar analysis tool (Dixon and

Wiener 1993). Note the current TITAN settings of

a minimum volume requirement of 30 km3 and the re-

flectivity threshold of 35 dBZ are fine tuned to identify

deep convection. The tool has not been optimized to

detect the less intense Cu3km–7km cells, and so cannot be

used directly for our purpose. We therefore only use the

TITAN cell speed and direction products to assist in

establishing the potential search area to find the nearest

neighbor for the test Cu3km–7km cells in the subsequent

scan. The TITAN tool tracks the cloud cells in space at

discrete times (every 10min in this case) and so the ve-

locity vectors of cloud cells through their lifetime were

determined from relative motion of the cells. During

times when the TITAN tool does not detect any cell

track, the cell speed and direction is determined through

an interpolation process of neighboring TITAN cell

statistics.

The search area used in method 1 has a rectangular

layout as highlighted in Fig. 2. This rectangle is posi-

tioned in such away that the enclosed test Cu3km–7km cell

is 5 km from its nearest two edges. The overall length of

the north–south edge of the search rectangle is equal to

twice the product of the meridional component of the

10-min median TITAN cell speed and the time to next

scan (10min) plus the offset of 5 km. The length of the

east–west edge is calculated in the same way except

using the zonal component of the TITAN cell speed.

Note that some of the choices to establish the search

area are somewhat arbitrary and have been selected as

a compromise between having a sensible search area

(not too large) while keeping a good chance of tracking

the cell over its entire lifetime. Sensitivity studies

changing those settings produced similar results to the

ones used here.

Figure 2 shows the three different scenarios that could

occur in the search area. Cell A is flagged as Cg cell since

its subsequent stage has lower CTH compared to the

previous scan. Cell B highlights the scenario where its

nearest neighbor has a higher CTH compared to pre-

vious scan. In such situations, the Cu3km–7km cell is

tracked over several subsequent scans until its CTH has

been found to have either exceeded 7 km (thus flagged

as Cb cell) or its CTH never exceeded 7 km throughout

its lifetime (flagged as Cg cell). Cell C had no neighbor

but is still flagged as Cg cell because there is a possibility

that the test cell decayed by the time the subsequent

radar scan was completed.

Method 2 is based on a probabilistic approach. The

search area is defined in the same way as in method 1,

except we examine up to six subsequent radar scans

beforemaking a decision. Here a cell is flagged as Cg cell

if over the next six subsequent radar scans, at least 80%

of the convective cells have CTH, 9 km; that is, the test

Cu3km–7km cell has a high probability of never growing

into a deep convective cell. Similarly, a cell is flagged as

Cb when at least 50% of the convective cells over the

next three radar scans are deep convective cells (CTH.
9 km); that is, the test Cu3km–7km has a high probability

of growing further. We deliberately used a higher

probability threshold of 80% for Cg cells and a moder-

ate one of 50% for Cb cells because at any given time

one would expect that there will be more Cg cells than

deep convective ones. Other settings, such as height

thresholds of 7–9 km, CTH occurrence ratios of 20%–

90%, as well as different area multiplication factors (2–6

times) and lead times (20–120min), have been tested

and the results are similar.
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Figure 3 shows the overall results for all Cu3km–7km

cells described above. The shaded gray region is the

probability distribution function (PDF) for reflectivity

at the 2.5-kmCAPPI level associated with all the 207 871

Cu3km–7km cells in the sample. The solid and dashed

curves represent the PDFs associated with Cg and Cb

cells, respectively. The black and red curves are using

data points detected by the two different methods dis-

cussed above. The bars plotted along the PDF curve in

this figure represent the scatter in reflectivity PDFs

arising from the sensitivity to parameter settings in the

search algorithms. Note the current choices for each

method are determined through a trial and error ap-

proach such that the difference between the Cg and Cb

cells are most clear.

Both methods show that the Cg cells (solid lines) have

a higher probability of having low reflectivity values

compared to the overall distribution (shaded gray re-

gion). Similarly, the Cb cells (dashed lines) have a higher

probability of having larger reflectivities. The modal

reflectivity bin for the Cg cells is 35 dBZ with both

methods and that of Cb cells is around 40 dBZ, with

a slightly broader distribution in method 1.

Out of themore than 200 000 Cu3km–7km cells detected

over the two wet seasons, method 1 flagged 82% as Cg

cells and 18% as Cb cells. Fifty-one percent of the Cg

cells had no subsequent nearest neighbor, indicating that

they were very short lived. Note that because of the

radar wavelength, we only detect the precipitating stage

of the cells. Removing these short-lived cells from the

analysis leads to a drop in reflectivity probabilities,

particularly in the lower reflectivity bins (,25 dBZ; Fig.

3). Method 2 identifies 51%of the Cu3km–7km population

FIG. 2. Schematics for identification of congestus (Cg) and cumulonimbus (Cb) cells using the nearest neighbor

approach (method 1). (left) Current radar CAPPI snapshot at 2.5-km level with three Cu3km–7km cells (CuA, CuB,

CuC, smaller circles with crosses) and one deep cell (large circle with cross and gray filling). (right) Subsequent

CAPPI snapshot after a scanning time of 10min; the gray shaded rectangle is the search area (see text) and the large

dark crosses represent the initial location of the cumulus cells. The nearest neighbor of CuA has a lower CTH than

that of CuA; thus, it is an example of a Cg cell. The nearest neighbor of CuB has a higher CTH and represents the

scenario where CuB can be classified as Cg or Cb depending on maximum CTH reached by this cell as it is tracked

further through its entire lifetime. The cell CuC has no appropriate neighbor and is considered a Cg cell.

FIG. 3.Distribution of reflectivity using a bin size of 1 dBZ for the

Cg (solid line) and Cb (dotted line) cells. The reflectivity is taken at

the 2.5-km CAPPI level, where one mean reflectivity value is ob-

tained per convective cell. The gray shaded region represents the

PDF obtained using all Cu3km–7km cells (top height , 7 km). The

black and red curves are the PDF values obtained using two dif-

ferent methods of classifying the Cg and Cb cells. The bars plotted

along each curve represent the sensitivity to parameter settings in

each method (see text for more details).
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asCg and 18%asCb. The remaining 31%of theCu3km–7km

cells are not classified because the ratio of the number of

Cu3km–7km to deep convective cells is within the un-

certain range of 50%–80%, showing a limitation of this

methodology.

The excellent agreement in the frequency of occur-

rence of Cb cells indicates that both methods are robust

and not unduly sensitive to the thresholds used in each

method. However, the Cg cell occurrence counts do

show a significant discrepancy. The extra 30% Cg cells

identified using method 1 are predominantly of the

short-lived type (cell C in Fig. 2). Visual inspection of

radar loops around several of the Cg cells that were

classified by method 1 but not with method 2 confirms

that these cells often occur in a single image only, hence

indicating a lifetime of 10min or less. To avoid biasing

our results to those short-lived cells, we will only use

data from the more conservative method 2 for the rest

of our discussion. The 18:51 ratio between Cb and Cg

found using method 2—that is, for every Cb cell there

will be 2.8 Cg cells—is comparable with the 30:70 ratio

(1 Cb is to 2.3 Cg cells) found in Luo et al. (2009). This

provides a good test since the cell identification method

used in this paper and the method used in Luo et al.

(2009) are both looking at only genuine convective cells.

3. The basic properties of the congestus and
cumulonimbus cells

The rainfall and cloud properties over the Darwin

region have been shown to be strongly regulated by the

large-scale environment (May et al. 2012; Kumar et al.

2013b; Penide et al. 2013). Pope et al. (2009) identified

an effective way to divide the synoptic conditions in

Darwin into five physically meaningful states. We first

use this synoptic classification to study the effect of these

large-scale states on the Cg:Cb ratio. The ratios of Cb to

Cg cells were found to be largely insensitive to the large-

scale regimes, with ratios of 25:75 during all five large-

scale regimes. Overall, the deep westerly (DW) regime,

which is associated with active monsoon conditions,

contributed the most to the overall two season Cg and

Cb cell totals. The second highest contribution was from

the moist easterly (ME) regime. This regime is associ-

ated with the typical monsoon break conditions, and

was the most frequent (157 out of 293 days) of all the

regimes. The combined contribution from the remain-

ing three regimes to the Cu3km–7km totals was less than

15%. Hence, these three regimes will not be discussed

further.

Figure 4 shows the normalized diurnal variations of

the relative occurrence of the Cg (solid lines) and Cb

(dashed lines) modes for all cases and separately for the

DW (crosses, 59 days) and ME (diamonds, 157 days)

regimes. The overall pattern of the Cu3km–7km pop-

ulation shows a late morning to midday peak in all re-

gimes (not shown). In the ME regime, this peak is

contributed by a relative increase in Cg cells around

midday, followed by relative increase in Cb cells in the

afternoon and evening hours. The afternoon peak of Cb

cells is indicative of the well-known often sea-breeze-

driven diurnal cycle of deep convection in Darwin dur-

ing monsoon buildup and break conditions. In contrast,

the diurnal variability in the DW regime is weak. As

the DW regime represents monsoon conditions, this is

likely the result of the presence of continuous cloud

cover reducing daytime heating and thus suppressing

sea-breeze-driven convection (e.g., May et al. 2012;

Kumar et al. 2013b).

We now investigate some of the rainfall properties of

the Cg and Cb modes making use of the polarimetric

capabilities of the CPOL radar (e.g., Zrni�c and Ryzhkov

1999; Bringi et al. 2009). Figure 5 shows the distribution

of the reflectivity, rain rate, median raindrop volume

diameter (D0), and the number concentration of small

hydrometers (Nw) as function of CTH using box–whisker

plots. The CTH varies from 3 to 7 km in steps of 0.5 km.

Recall that each Cu3km–7km cell is assigned a single mean

rainfall parameter, obtained using radar data from the

2.5-km CAPPI level bounded by the horizontal cross-

section area of the cell. In Fig. 5, the boxes represent the

25th and 75th percentiles with the thick gray box in-

dicating all Cu3km–7km cells, the thin black box the Cg

cells, and the thin striped box the Cb cells. The curves

represent the median value for each Cu3km–7km cloud-top

group, and the whiskers are the 5th and 95th percentiles

FIG. 4. Diurnal variations of the relative Cg (solid line) and Cb

(dashed line) cell counts over the two-wet-season study interval for

the DW (crosses) and ME (diamonds) regimes. A bin size of 1 h in

local time is used here. In each local time bin, the occurrence fre-

quency of the Cg and Cb cell are normalized such that their sum is

always 1.
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associated with all the Cu3km–7km cells. The whiskers for

the Cg and Cb cells are omitted.

For the Cu3km–7km populations as the whole, the me-

dian reflectivity at 2.5 km shifts toward higher values

(top panel) as the CTH increases while the distribution

gets narrower. A positive correlation between near

ground cell reflectivity and maximum height reached by

cloud cell is typical since larger reflectivities generally

correspond to stronger growth momentum (e.g., Zipser

and Lutz 1994). In accordance with these results, the cell

rain rate increases with CTH. The median raindrop size

D0 is almost invariant with CTH showing a very small

increase as the cloud depth increases. The concentration

of small hydrometeors increases by almost an order of

magnitude as the cells deepen.

The behavior of the cloud properties shows some

distinct differences between the Cg and Cb classes.

Overall, for any given CTH the Cg cells have smaller

mean reflectivity, lower rain rate, and smaller drop size

at 2.5-km height than the Cb cells with the same CTH.

The median reflectivity, rain rate, and drop size in the

Cb cells exceed that of the Cg cells by 5 dBZ, 3mmh21,

and 0.18mm, respectively. However, the Nw, parameter

exhibited no obvious difference between the Cg and Cb

cells, except in the shallowest Cu3km–7km cells with CTH

below 4km.

Despite the large mean (or median) differences be-

tween the Cg and Cb modes, there is a large overlap of

the distributions of the rainfall properties. In other

words, the radar parameters here cannot be used easily

FIG. 5. Box–whisker plots in 0.5 km steps of CTH of (top) (left) reflectivity and (right) median drop size di-

ameter (D0); and (bottom) (left) rain rate and (right) number concentration of small hydrometers [log10(Nw)]. As in

Fig. 3, a singlemean value is obtained per cloud cell. The thick gray box (25th and 75th percentiles) with whiskers (5th

and 95th percentiles) represents results using all the data. The thin black rectangle shows results for the Cg cells only.

Similarly, the striped rectangles show the results for theCb cells. The curves (solid gray for all cells; solid black for Cg;

dashed for Cb) are the median values for each CTH level.
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to predict how an emerging Cu3km–7km cell will develop

and in which class it will ultimately fall. However, it

appears that the 25th percentile reflectivity level in the

Cb cells is often very close to the overall median of all

the Cu3km–7km cells. The largest separation between the

Cg andCb distribution occur when the CTH is small.We

also investigated potential differences in the vertical

profile of reflectivity lapse rate (e.g., Zipser and Lutz

1994) for the Cg and Cb modes (not shown). As before,

the differences in this parameter did not serve as a con-

fident proxy for separating the Cg and Cb cells. We

hypothesize that the updraft speeds in the convective

core, which can be obtained using Doppler radar tech-

niques, may be a better criterion to distinguish between

the Cg and Cb cells. Presumably, the Cb cells are likely

to have a stronger updraft speed since they grow into

deep convective clouds at a later time.

4. Atmospheric factors affecting the growth of
convective cloud cells

The goal of this section is to identify key atmospheric

processes that may determine the growth or suppression

of Cu3km–7km cells and hence regulate if clouds will fall

into the Cg or Cb classes defined above. Several hy-

potheses to explain the shallow to deep cloud transition

in tropical convection have been put forward in the re-

cent literature:

1) Moistening of the midtroposphere by Cu3km–7km

cells precedes the onset of deep convection (e.g.,

Sherwood and Wahrlich 1999; Mapes et al. 2006;

Holloway and Neelin 2009).

2) The moistening of the midtroposphere is caused by

large-scale dynamical processes leading to ascent.

The ascent is potentially related to heating from

Cu3km–7km cells, causing moisture convergence (e.g.,

Hohenegger and Stevens 2013; Kumar et al. 2013a).

3) Increased boundary layer inhomogeneity in the

thermodynamic and wind fields causes the rising

cloud parcels to have more momentum, which in-

creases the probability of clouds reaching the level of

free convection and develop into deep convection

(e.g., Zhang and Klein 2010).

Hypothesis 3 focuses largely on the transition from

shallow, nonprecipitating convection to deep convec-

tion. Therefore, it cannot be reliably tested in this study,

since we cannot reliably detect fair-weather shallow

cumulus clouds. Both the Cg andCbmodes have already

grown past the trade inversion layer. We will therefore

focus on evaluating hypotheses 1 and 2 in what follows.

Hypothesis 1 and 2 are based on the premise that

moistening of the midtroposphere occurring prior to

deep convection is crucial for the formation of deep

convection—often referred to as preconditioning. So we

begin the analysis by testing this preconditioning re-

quirement using the relative humidity and temperature

measurements from radiosonde observations at Darwin

airport (see Fig. 1 for the sounding location). The ra-

diosondes operated typically at 6-h intervals. Since the

Cg andCbmodes as well as the subsequent deepermode

rarely occur in complete isolation, special care has to be

taken in establishing the link between the variations

in atmospheric conditions and the growth of the two

Cu3km–7km modes.

To do so, two procedures are applied here: The first

step identifies times where one of the Cu3km–7km modes

is dominant over the other. To achieve this, the ratio of

the Cb cell count to the total (Cb 1 Cg) is calculated in

bins of 6 h. A 6-h data block is flagged as dominated by

the Cg mode if the ratio of the Cb to the total is below

12%—the lower tercile of the 6-hourly Cb to total ratio

distribution. Similarly, if the 6-hourly ratio exceeded

38%, the upper tercile of the Cb to total ratio distri-

bution, the data block is flagged as dominated by the

Cb mode. Only Cg cells (Cb cells) that formed in the

6-hourly Cg dominated data blocks (Cb dominated

data blocks) are kept for further analysis. This filter-

ing process leaves ;42 000 Cg cells (40% of the orig-

inal Cg population) and ;16 600 Cb cells (44% of the

Cb population).

The second step of our analysis procedure aims to

filter out atmospheric environments that may have al-

ready beenmodified by deep convection. Because of the

high time resolution of the radar observations, the tim-

ing of the radiosonde ascents relative to the occurrence

of the Cu3km–7km modes is random. It can be as little as

10min and as much as 6 h before or after the cloud ob-

servations. As we wish to focus on the effects of the

environment on the Cu3km–7km clouds, rather than the

other way around, only radiosonde data with an occur-

rence time between 0 and 6 h prior to the detection time

of the Cg and Cb cells are included in the analysis.

Figure 6 shows the joint frequency distributions of

relative humidity (top panels) and temperature lapse

rate (bottom panels) as a function of height for the Cg

(left column) and Cb (right column) cells derived from

radiosonde ascents 0–6 h before the radar image as de-

scribed above. These two atmospheric parameters were

chosen as they have been previously deemed to play

a role in limiting the vertical extent of cumulus clouds

(e.g., Derbyshire et al. 2004; Takemi et al. 2004). The

difference between the distributions of relative humidity

(Fig. 6, top panels), in particular above the altitude of

5.0 km, in the Cg and Cbmodes is quite remarkable. The

midtroposphere is clearly much drier in periods with
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predominantlyCg cells than in thosewith large numbers of

Cb cells. The most notable feature is the abrupt drop in

relative humidity from a modal value of 72% at 5km to

only 30% at 7.0km associated with the Cg cells. The

temperature lapse rate distributions associated with the

two Cu3km–7km modes are found to be very similar (Fig. 6,

bottom panels), except that the temperature lapse rates

distributions are slightly broader for the Cb cells. The re-

sults shown in Fig. 6 are consistent with the viewpoint that

entrainment of dry ambient air into the cells can play a key

role in limiting the vertical extent of convection (e.g.,

Redelsperger et al. 2002; Derbyshire et al. 2004; Takemi

et al. 2004; Jensen and Del Genio 2006). A key question

remaining is to identify the source of the moistening pre-

ceding the Cb cells or drying preceding the Cg cells.

5. Sources of midtroposphere moistening preceding
the development of cumulonimbus cells

In this section we aim to investigate what processes

are involved in moistening the midtroposphere in the

hours leading up to the onset of the predominantly Cb

cell population. It is worth recalling that the two main

processes are a moistening by Cu3km–7km cells (hypoth-

esis 1) and moistening that involves large-scale dynam-

ical processes (hypothesis 2).

Hypothesis 1 is tested by performing a composite

analysis of relative humidity and occurrence frequency

of two Cu3km–7km modes for the 6 h preceding the onset

of the Cg and Cb cells. The results are shown in Fig. 7.

For this analysis, the radiosonde data used are the same

as those employed in Fig. 6, except that nowwe show the

temporal evolution of relative humidity. The radiosonde

data are divided into 1-h bins of time and 0.5-km bins of

height, and the median is calculated separately for each

bin and displayed in Fig. 7. The short vertical lines

(which appear nearly continuous) above the humidity

panels represent the actual timestamps of the radio-

sonde data used in this analysis. It is clear from this il-

lustration that the radiosonde data is drawn from nearly

all times leading up to the cell identification, providing

confidence that the results are robust on an hourly scale

FIG. 6. (top) The vertical profile of relative humidity using of 5% size bins and (bottom) temperature lapse rate

using 0.5K km21 size bins for (left) Cg and (right) Cb cells. The solid and dashed lines represent the values for the Cg

and Cb modes, respectively; these have been overlaid for easier comparison.
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despite using the 6-hourly radiosonde data. The bottom

panels show the composite count of the all Cg (solid

curve) and Cb (dashed curve) cells.

The top panels of Fig. 7 show that conditions in the

time leading up to Cg cells are distinctly different to

those for Cb cells. In the case of Cg cells, the atmosphere

above the boundary layer (but not the boundary layer

itself) is significantly drier and this structure does not

change in the 6 h leading up to the Cg cell event. The Cb

cell cases are generally characterized by moister condi-

tions even 6 h before the event, indicating an important

difference in the meteorological background state as-

sociated with the two Cu3km–7km modes. Consistent with

both hypotheses of preconditioning, the relative hu-

midity, especially in the midtroposphere, increases be-

fore the onset of Cb cell events. The increase appears

particularly rapid about 3 h before the event.

The bottom panels of Fig. 7 show that there is a large

population of Cg cells leading up to both Cg and Cb cell

events. Within 3 h preceding the Cg events, the inci-

dence of Cg cells increases without any significant

change in the vertical relative humidity distribution.

This is interesting as it indicates that the increased

number of Cg cells is not able to moisten the mid-

troposphere by itself, implying either strong compen-

sating drying processes or a lack of efficiency in the

moistening from Cu3km–7km cells alone. Similar to the

findings in Fig. 4, it is evident that Cb cell events are

preceded by a high occurrence of Cg cells a few hours

before the transition to deeper cells. Thus, on face value

the Cg cells appear to be a key ingredient to pre-

condition the troposphere for the subsequent de-

velopment of Cb cells, which eventually leads to the

development of deep convection. However, a significant

population of Cg cells also exists in the hours leading up

to the occurrence of mostly Cg events. This clearly in-

dicates that other processes must also be important in

regulating the formation of Cg and Cb cells (hypothesis

2). This is explored next.

The investigation of the relative role of large- and

small-scale processes in determining cloud depth re-

quires reliable estimates of the large-scale state con-

current with the radar observations. Such datasets are

typically derived from radiosonde arrays deployed

during field campaigns or are simply derived from op-

erational NWP analysis or reanalyses performed with

FIG. 7. Composite evolution of the (top) 6-hourly relative humidity and (bottom) radar cell occurrence frequency

for the 6 h preceding the onset time of (left) terminal and (right) transient cells. The vertical black lines above the

relative humidity tendency panels indicate the actual radiosonde times used in the composite analysis.
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NWP systems. Using data from the Tropical Warm Pool

International Cloud Experiment (TWP-ICE; May et al.

2008), Davies et al. (2013) have demonstrated that the

use of NWP analysis at high time frequency is not jus-

tified owing to the poor quality of the divergent wind,

and hence vertical motion field, in these analyses.

However, they also showed that long records of reliable

estimates of the large-scale budgets around Darwin can

be derived by applying the variational budget analysis

technique of Zhang and Lin (1997) using NWP analysis

data as ‘‘pseudo radiosondes’’ and observations at the

surface and top of the atmosphere, as suggested by Xie

et al. (2004). The resulting large-scale dataset used here,

which is often referred to as the forcing analysis, in-

cludes vertical profiles of heat and moisture budgets as

well as thermodynamic and dynamic variables at 40-hPa

vertical and 6-h temporal resolutions. The domain rep-

resented by this dataset is shown by the pentagon shape

in Fig. 1 and is comparable to the CPOL domain used

here (shaded gray circle).

The large-scale forcing dataset contains several pa-

rameters relevant to convection. Table 1 provides an

overview of some of those parameters showing the 95%

confidence intervals of their mean.1 Note that the forc-

ing dataset has been processed in the same manner as

the radiosonde dataset above in that only profiles from

the preceding 6 h relative to cell identification as Cg and

Cb dominated are used in the analysis. Results shown

in Table 1 reveal that the mean convection inhibition

(CIN), surface evaporation, and midtroposphere (300–

600 hPa) temperature preceding the two congestusmodes

are similar at the 95% confidence level. Thus, these fac-

tors are unlikely a cause for congestus clouds to grow in

deep convection. In contrast, both the large-scale vertical

motion (omega) in the midtroposphere and thus the

vertical advection of moisture, as well as the convective

available potential energy (CAPE), are clearly larger in

the intervals preceding Cb cell than in those ahead of Cg

cells. Similarly, the low-level horizontal winds and thus

potentially the horizontal advection of moisture are also

significantly different between the two Cu3km–7km modes.

One possible explanation for these differences is that the

different cell modes occur in different meteorological

regimes, such as the Darwin monsoon (the DW regime)

and break (the ME regime) conditions, which are known

to have very different thermodynamic and wind profiles

(Pope et al. 2009). This is further explored next.

We begin this by examining the vertical profiles of all

the four terms in the large-scale moisture budget ex-

pression (Fig. 8). This expression can be defined as

›q

›t
5 nH � $Hq1v

›q

›p
1Q2.

In the above, most of the notations are convectional;

›q/›t is the moisture tendency, which for sake of sim-

plicity will be referred to as q tend. The q tend term

arises from contributions from large-scale horizontal

advection (nH � $Hq or simply HADV), vertical advec-

tion (v›q/›p or VADV), and the residual term (Q2).

The Q2 term represents the collective effects of all

subdomain-scale processes (see Yanai et al. 1973). All

terms are scaled to the same units of humidity change

with time (i.e., g kg21 h21).

The top panels of Fig. 8 show the mean profiles of

large-scale moisture budget using all data points occur-

ring within 6 h preceding the 42 000 Cg and 16 600 Cb

cells. The middle and bottom panels separate these re-

sults into the DW and ME regimes, respectively. Note

that ;50% of the 42 000 Cg cells used in these calcula-

tions occurred during the DW regime; thus, the mean

behavior in the top left panel of Fig. 8 associated with all

Cg cells will be strongly influenced by the DW regime.

TABLE 1. Mean atmospheric conditions associated with the Cg

and Cb cells. The data ranges represent the 95% confidence in-

tervals about the mean (see text for details).

Cg cells Cb cells

Total number of cells

analyzed

42 028 16 613

CAPE (J kg21) 267.3–292.3 570.9–603.3

CIN (J kg21) 22.4–25.1 23.8–25.2

Surface evaporation

(mmh21)

0.38–0.40 0.34–0.35

300–600-hPa water

mixing ratio (g kg21)

4.27–4.61 4.44–4.79

300–600-hPa RH (%) 60.3–62.4 63.9–65.5

300–600-hPa temp (K) 272.9–274.4 272.7–274.2

300–600-hPa omega

(hPah21)

20.92 to 20.52 22.82 to 22.44

600–1015-hPa HADV

(g kg21 h21)

20.049 to 20.037 20.021 to 20.016

600–1015-hPa horizontal

advection of

temperature (Kh21)

0.049–0.061 0.027–0.037

600–1015-hPa westerly

(u, m s21)

5.32–6.00 1.71–2.17

600–1015-hPa southerly

(y, m s21)

20.71 to 20.47 21.40 to 21.14

600–1015-hPa wind speed

(m s21)

7.41–8.13 4.89–5.42

600–1015-hPa wind shear

(m s21 hPa21)

0.024–0.030 0.030–0.032

1A set of 100 different mean values are generated using a ran-

domly selected samples from themain batch of data. Then the 95%

confidence interval is extracted from probability distribution

function of the means (e.g., Chu and Wang 1997).
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The Cb cells (right panels of Fig. 8) were most frequent

in the ME regime (;42% of the 16 600 cells), followed

by the DW regime (35% of the cells). Two features are

found to be different between the Cg and Cb modes

and these were reproducible regardless of the atmo-

spheric regimes (hence can be considered genuine

factors in regulating the growth of Cg and Cb cells)

included:

FIG. 8. Mean vertical profiles of the moisture budget terms preceding the (left) Cg and (right) Cb cells. (top)

Results for all data, (middle) DW regime, and (bottom) ME regime. The shaded gray region represents moistening,

while the white area indicates drying.
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1) The large-scale vertical advection causes moistening

of the midtroposphere (300–600 hPa) preceding both

cloud modes. However, this moistening is larger

preceding the Cb cells than preceding the Cg cells.

2) Greater drying by large-scale horizontal advection in

the low levels (600–1015 hPa) preceding the Cg cells

than preceding the Cb cells.

In contrast, the Q2 and q tend terms associated with

the different large-scale regimes are found to exhibit

different signatures. For example, the subgrid pro-

cesses (Q2) moisten the troposphere between 600 and

1000 hPa preceding the Cg cells only during the DW

regime (thus also shows in overall average; Fig. 8) and

not during the other conditions. This moistening by Q2

has been linked to evaporation of precipitation from

stratiform clouds, which are widespread in the DW re-

gimes (Kumar et al. 2013a,b). Thus, the responses in Q2

term and so in q tend are thought to be a result of dif-

ferent synoptic environments of the two regimes them-

selves and are less likely to explain why some Cu3km–7km

cells grow and others remain shallow throughout their

lifetime.

It is clear from the discussion above that there is

a strong relationship between the growth of Cb cells into

deep convection and the moistening of the midtropo-

sphere in the hours preceding the onset of Cb cells. The

moistening preceding the Cb cells appears to be linked

to either one or both of the following causes: the pre-

ceding Cg cells and/or large-scale vertical advection (as

the horizontal advection terms are almost always nega-

tive, so leads to drying). We now investigate the com-

peting contributions of these two factors in increasing

the moisture of the midtroposphere.

It is tempting at first glance to ascribe the midtropo-

spheremoistening associated with the growth of Cb cells

to the occurrence of Cg cells, which peaks a few hours

before the Cb cells (Figs. 4 and 6). However, this is in-

consistent with the findings for the Cg cell events

themselves, which show Cg cells existing for long pe-

riods of time with no effect on the midtroposphere rel-

ative humidity andwith fewCb and deep cells forming in

the subsequent period. To study this further, we first

identify peak Cg cell occurrence events, characterized

by a Cg cell frequency larger than 42 cells per hour. This

value corresponds to the upper tercile of all hourly Cg

cell counts. A total of 275 such events were identified

from our two wet-season database.

The top panel of Fig. 9 shows the results of a com-

posite analysis of the mean Cg cell (solid) and Cb cell

(dashed) frequencies around these events, separated

into three bins of the midtroposphere large-scale verti-

cal advection of moisture. The vertical advection values

are taken at the 500-hPa level, VADV500, and at the

nearest time to the onset of events. There are 75 events

with VADV500 , 0 g kg21 h21, indicating drying in the

midtroposphere by vertical advection (diamonds); 64

events with VADV500 between 0 and 0.03 g kg21 h21,

indicating moderate moistening (crosses); and 136 events

with VADV500 . 0.03 g kg21 h21, indicating strong

moistening (triangles). It is evident from Fig. 9 that the

mean frequency of the Cg cells (solid lines) is inde-

pendent of VADV500. In contrast, the mean frequency of

the Cb cells increases strongly with increasing VADV500.

Notably, there are 75 events with at least 42 Cg cells per

hour, but very few Cb cells occurring in the subsequent

hours because the vertical advection term associatedwith

these events is negative (drying). The second and third

panels of Fig. 9 repeat the composite analysis of themean

Cg cell (solid) and Cb cell (dashed) frequencies around

events for the DW and ME regimes, respectively. While

there is some effect of the large-scale regime on the

evolution of the cell modes, qualitatively the two regimes

behave very similarly to each other and the overall be-

havior. Independent of synoptic regime it is the increased

moistening in the midtroposphere by vertical advection

and not with the existence of Cg cells that explains the

difference in the number of Cb cells.

6. Summary

This study used C-band radar data in the Darwin re-

gion to identify two types of convective cloud cells with

a 0-dBZ cloud-top height (CTH) between 3 and 7 km

(Cu3km–7km). These two modes are the congestus (Cg)

clouds, which terminate their growth around the freez-

ing level, and the cumulonimbus (Cb) clouds, which

grow into deeper convection at a later time. This was

achieved by examining the statistical properties of cell

top heights in a sequence of radar scans. Based on this

approach, we were able to classify 70% of the entire

Cu3km–7km population (CTH , 7 km) during two wet

seasons at Darwin as either Cg or Cb cells. Of the clas-

sified Cu3km–7km cells, 26% are found to be Cb cells that

will ascend to greater altitude at a later time, while 74%

of the Cu3km–7km cells were found to never grow deeper

than 7 km. This Cb to Cg splitting ratio is found to be

invariant of the five large-scale Darwin regimes. Note

there is a third cumulus cloud type with tops between 3

and 7 km: the nonprecipitating cumulus cloud.However,

this cloud type cannot be easily detected by the C-band

radar and is estimated to be as much as one-third of

cumulus populations with tops between 3 and 7 km.

The cells classified as Cb are observed to have larger

radar reflectivities, rain rates, and drop size at the lowest

radar level (2.5 km) compared to the Cg cells. If the
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atmospheric conditions during both modes were similar,

then it could be argued that it is the microphysical

properties of Cb cells themselves that lead to stronger

growth. However, the atmospheric conditions between

the two Cu3km–7km modes were found to differ and are

likely to play a significant role in determining which

Cu3km–7km cell will be able to grow.

Combining the cell attributes from the radar analysis

with radiosonde observations and results from the de-

rived large-scale budget analyses in the Darwin region

allowed the investigation of the relationship of the dy-

namic and thermodynamic state of the atmosphere with

the two Cu3km–7km modes. In particular, we were able

to investigate the conditions leading up to the occur-

rence of Cb cells, thereby shedding more light on the

processes involved in the transition from shallow to deep

convection. In the hours preceding the Cb cells, strong,

well-defined enhancement in humidity occurs in the mid-

troposphere (5–10 km). In contrast, the midtroposphere

is significantly drier prior to high occurrences of Cg cells.

So, consistent with several previous studies, the mois-

ture profiles of the midtroposphere have a strong impact

on the vertical development of tropical cumulus clouds,

and the presence of moisture in the midtroposphere

FIG. 9. Composite evolution of the Cg (solid lines) and Cb (dashed lines) cell occurrence

frequency for 6 h on either side of the Cg cell peak occurrence events (t 5 0). Mean cell oc-

currence frequencies in three different bins of the midtroposphere large-scale vertical advec-

tion of moisture (VADV500): (top) all events, and events in the (middle) DWand (bottom)ME

regime.
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appears strongly related to the development of deep

convective clouds. However, this study has shown that

large numbers of Cu3km–7km cells exist prior to the de-

velopment of both Cg and Cb cell populations, making it

less likely that Cg moistening alone can explain the

transition to deeper convection. Instead, it was shown

that it is the presence of moistening by large-scale ver-

tical advection, or simply the presence of large-scale

upward motion, that is crucial to the development of Cb

cells in relatively large proportions after the existence of

the Cg cells. In contrast, when the large-scale motion is

found to be downward very few Cb cells can form even

though large numbers of Cg cells are present in the vi-

cinity. While the overall number of Cb cells showed

some dependence on the synoptic regime, the mecha-

nisms for the transition from Cu3km–7km to deep con-

vection were found to be independent of the large-scale

regimes, lending additional confidence to the results.

These results confirm the crucial importance of dy-

namical processes and their interplay with the convec-

tive cloud population in the transition from shallow to

deep convection in the tropics.
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